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RAINBOW OF WINNEBAGO MINNIES BRIGHTEN UP NSW SUPERSHOW
For the first time ever in Australia, the full colour spectrum of Winnebago RV Minnie caravans will be
available, appearing at the 2015 NSW Caravan, Camping and Holiday SUPERSHOW between April 11-19.
CEO Luke Trouchet said he was looking forward to introducing the Minnie’s to the estimated 80,000 visitors
expected to attend the Supershow.
“The NSW show is Australia’s biggest, and we know the Minnie’s will stand out not only because of their
dynamic colours, but because this is the first year Australian’s have had access to authentic Winnebago-built
product, straight from the USA,” he said.
Mr Trouchet said the quality and price of the Minnie’s made them an excellent choice for long and short
term travellers.
The full colour range of the Winnebago Minnie caravans includes tangerine orange, lime green, racing red,
sunshine yellow, baby pink and the more traditional platinum grey.
Already a huge hit in the USA due to their adventurous styling and bright colour options, the Minnie
caravans are designed and manufactured by Winnebago Ind. in the USA and custom-modified specifically for
Australian conditions, with brand new interiors built not only to withstand the tough Australian climate, but
also with traveller preferences and design aesthetic in mind.
The Winnebago RV Minnie1806AUS packs a studio-style apartment into its 5.8m frame. Designed for
adventurous couples, this compact, easy-to-tow caravan does not sacrifice on features, offering a queen size
bed, full kitchen, dinette and corner ensuite.
Apartment-style living is on offer in the Winnebago RV Minnie 2106AUS, which features a high quality
Schwintec electric slide-out partition, increasing living space when not travelling. The compact design allows
for a Queen Island bed which ensures comfortable sleeping every night.
Under its sleek exterior, the Winnebago RV Minnie 2206AUS affords a highly functional mid-sized layout
with makes the most of its interior space. The spacious kitchen with a large fridge, basin, stove top, oven and
microwave are combined with a large U-shape dinette, making entertaining easy. A generous bathroom
allows space for dressing, while the partitioned bedroom creates privacy without compromising on space.
At the top of the range, the Winnebago RV Minnie 24016AUS offers contemporary styling with clever use of
design and comfort for the traveller including slide-out, café style dinette, ensuite and modern soft
furnishings. Bring the family, because this Minnie has space for everyone; with a cozy semi-private Queen
island bedroom and a double bunk bed for the kids. Generous storage maximises space and the light, airy
and function interior makes long term travel a pleasure.

Enquiries for Winnebago RV can be made by phoning 1800 825 867 or at www.gowinnebago.com.au
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